**GitKraken Boards Home Screen**

- Create New Board
- Import from Trello or CSV (see Trello example below)

**Board Templates**
- Starter Kanban (see details below)
- Weekly Tasks
- Sprint/Release Cycle
- Product Roadmap
- Product Backlog

- Recent Boards
- Company Boards
- Search Company Boards
- Resources

---

**Trello Importer**

The Home Screen in GitKraken Boards includes a Trello import tool. Simply click the [Import] button next to the Trello logo to begin the OAuth connection. Once the connection is established, you can select which Trello board you want to import, and which card fields you want copied over.

**Starter Kanban Template**

- **Columns:** To Do, In Progress, Done
- **Labels:** Bug, Critical, Feature, Stale
- **Milestones:** Version 1
GitKraken Boards + GitHub

Optimize Your Workflow with GitHub Automations
Automate workflow steps on your Kanban board using GitHub Automations. Include a link to a GitKraken Boards card in a pull request description or commit message in GitHub to trigger actions on your board, like moving a card to a column, creating a card, adding a label, etc.

GitHub Pull Requests
After a card in GitKraken Boards has been linked to a pull request in GitHub, you can check the status (open/closed/merged), build status (state/description/context), and auto-advance cards based on PR status changes, all without leaving GitKraken.

2-Way GitHub Sync
GitKraken Boards syncs in real-time with GitHub Issues and GitHub Milestones so changes made in either system are immediately reflected in the other.

Eliminate Repetitive Workflow Steps
Optimize your workflow by automating frequent steps, like progressing a task card from one column to the next, with Column Automations. Automations can take place when a card moves into or leaves a column, is created within a column, or has been in a column for X number of days.

Select the ⚡ icon at the top of a column to access your board’s automation settings.

Manage Tasks Directly from Slack
Post a card link in Slack to generate a preview, from which you can edit card assignees, labels, and columns. Receive notifications when someone mentions you in GitKraken Boards. Create new cards directly from a Slack message.

Visualize Tasks in Multiple Views
Choose to view your tasks in a variety of views: Kanban board to see tasks by workflow step; calendar view to see tasks by due date, or timeline view to see your tasks spread out over an extended period of time. See aggregate productivity metrics across boards in dashboard view.

Visualize Tasks in Multiple Views
Choose to view your tasks in a variety of views: Kanban board to see tasks by workflow step; calendar view to see tasks by due date, or timeline view to see your tasks spread out over an extended period of time. See aggregate productivity metrics across boards in dashboard view.

Convenient Access, Even When You’re On-the-Go
GitKraken Boards can be conveniently accessed from the GitKraken Git GUI, any web browser, a smartphone or tablet via the mobile app, and can be used inside VS Code and Atom text editors.

Share and Collaborate with Public Boards
Set your boards to public in Board Settings > General to make your board publicly viewable. You may also choose whether you want to give others the ability to make a copy of your board.

Extend Productivity with the GitKraken Boards
Enhance your GitKraken Boards experience with our marketplace, featuring tools for time tracking, adding screenshots from the web, gamification, Alexa skills, and more.

Easily Manage Organizations and Teams
With a GitKraken Boards Pro license, you can restrict access to only those within your organization and manage all users accounts. Group users into teams so you can quickly add and remove team members or assign entire teams to a task, making onboarding and departures less cumbersome.